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Native Trees
Cut For
Wider Roads

by Russell Bethel
The city of Cheney is losing its rlativity ! This seems to be the outcry
of many Cheney residents. The city council actio~ to cut the ~rees
along Cheney's Fifth St. was halted shortly after 1t started Friday,
September 22, by an oral restraining order from Superior Court Judge
Raymond F . Kelly.
.
..
Plaintiffs Dr. Obed Williamson, Dr . George A. Durr1e, a political
science professor here at Eastern Washington State, Susan L. Durrie,
Stefan C. Christopher, and James McKeehan issued a suit in court
asking for a restrainer and injunction particularly against the cutting
of the trees and widening of the road. A bond for three thousand
dollars was later set by Judge Kelly .
Cheney's city mayor , Gerald Blakley, said Fifth St. has become
inadequate to handle today's traffic situation. He contended that the

flow of traffic would become more convenient if the city's arterial
road project is completed.
,
This arterial road project is being funded by the State of Washington
under a plan which calls redevelopment of arterials in the citi s
throughout. The Fifth St. project was submitted by the city council to
the State's Urban Arterial Board for approval. Under certain criteria ,
the Fifth St. proposal was authorized as part of the arterial board 's
plans.
Plaintiff, Dr . bed Williamson , a retired rrofessor of Education at
Eastern Washington State and once head of the Department of
Education and Psychology for 21 years stated that he sees no great
jeopardy in city traffic problems on Cheney 's Fifth St. Dr . Wi lliamson ,
like many others here in Cheney, is a long time resident. He contended
( Continued on page 2)
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Professors Seek Recognition
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THE CITY OF CHENEY IS STUMPED-as to what to do with the
trees on Fifth Street. The city fathers want to cut them down for a new
arterial, but citizens don't think its worth it. Trees on one block were
cut down, but a court order stopped any future cutting. In the
meantime, passersby see a sight similar to the one pictured above.
For more details see story above. (photo by Bob Simpson).

Enrollment Figures
Although final registration
tallies for Eastern 's total fall
enrollment are not as yet
complete, a partial enrollment
list is as follows:
Over 2,400 recent high school
graduates have applied for
admission, and approximately
1 700 transfer students have also
s~bmitted applications.
The
Admissions Office also mentioned that 599 returning EWSC
students have registered again
this fall .
Of the total 4,700 new applica tions, to date 1,126 high school
applications have been accepted,
as with 1,090 transfer students.
For those of you who have
inquired or complained about the
gravel on the stre ts of Ch ney ,
put your mind at ease. Normalcy
_ _.....__ _ _ _. . . . ,_LI.Lr.es11roe in abou t a week when
all the Joos gra v l has been
swept up , claims ity Superintendent, Roy Hansen .
ity streets have re ently be n
coat d simply to protect the
exis ting asphalt from era ·king
and breaking up during p riods of
adverse weather, ther by ca using large pothol s in the road.

The issue of collective bargain- months and what ideas they had
ing for Eastern faculty may soon for the NSP .
come to a head, with word the
The move towards unionization
National Society of Professors and collective bargaining for
will again seek recognition from teachers at Eastern began in the
the Board of Trustees before the fall of 1971 , Dr . Behm said. It was
year is up.
not until early spring of 1972 that
Dr. Roy Behm, local NSP NSP first approached the Board
chapter president , said recently regarding recognition on the
he expects his group to approach basis of a response from Eastern
the board within the next few teachers in the form of a hand-out
months to seek recognition as the card .
official collective bargaining
He said besides the NSP,
agent for Eastern teachers .
teacher support began to grow
However, Dr. Behm said he for another organization, the
and others involved with the NSP American Association of Univerat Eastern want to be fully sity Professors as the prime
prepared and aware of the total bargaining agent.
situation before facing the Board.
How ever, Dr. Behm said two
He said such a move towards elections were held last spring
collective bargaining would and both indicated a slight
create questions concerning the majority for the NSP as the chief
need of bodies such as the faculty representative.
senate. "The impact of recogDr. Behm also said, though ,
nition (of the NSP by the Board) results from the first election also
on the faculty senate structure is· indicated an overwhelming
a question that must be dealt support for some type of collectwith."
ive bargaining for the teachers.
Dr. Behm said the NSP and the
He said the second vote
faculty have been more or less amounted to 174 for the NSP and
inactive through the summer 157 for the AAUP and was not
months , and a meeting held sure if those teachers behind the
earlier this week was the first of AAUP would fall in behind the
the new school year.
NSP or not. He did say that the
However, only a handful of AAUP was still working someteachers showed up, but he said what on campus despite not
no notice of the meeting had been gaining a majority of votes from
given and was only passed on by teachers.
word of mouth.
Dr. Behm was also asked about
He said those attending dis- what role the students and the
cussed mainly what course they Associated students Government
would take over the next few would have concerning matters

Applications are still being processed, and as soon as late
registration and drop-add tallies
are complete, the total enrollment figure will be available.

Financial A id
The Higher Education Act of

--!:t

Dr. Roy Behm

on campus if collective bargaining becomes a reality.
He stressed that he saw no real
danger to the present role of the
AS in bringing about change on
campus if collective bargaining
goes into effect here .
For the time being, no real
moves are being made either way
regarding unionization. But Dr.
Behm indicated it would certainly not die and definite moves
would be made soon. "The issue
of recognition is still alive . We
will continue to work for
recognition. "

....... -

OPINION-The Easterner is
introducing a new double-page
opinion and comment page with
Pat Oliphant cartoons and the
writing of Dr. Max Rafferty and
Joseph Alsop. Something for
everyone on pages 8 and 9.

BICYCLES-Easterner photographer Bob Simpson offers an
interesting pictorial essay on
what is fast becoming a popular
pastime almost everywhere .
Page 3.

1972 has initiated some favorable

changes in the Financial Aid
department. It has created one
new student aid program and has
HEALTH -Where and what do
modified the rest, ( including the
:. .:::: you do if you ~e sick or ju t
VOTE-As a special service, the
National Defense Loan) with the
f.
~- generally
ache and hurt ?
Easterner
is
running
an
applicaexception of the Education Op<
,
..
-:i
Easterner
reporter Judy
ine
tion
for
absentee
ballot.
All
you
. portunities Grant and the ollege
offer
a
complete
rundown
of
all
have to do is cut it out, fill it in
Work -Study program .
health
service
for
the
Eastern
The new student aid program and mail it. A vote is nothing to
tud nt. Page 11 .
created is called the Basic pass off. Page 6.
,
Education pportunity ,forwhich
·~,..
any student is eligible . It pro...
Picture's _ pag<' :~
vides $1 ,400 ·
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a n pay.
SUTTON HALL HAS A NEW
and :>
Th National Defens Stud nt
PURPO E-as home for ct<'rans.
DORMS-Are students moving
Loan's nam ha s b en changed to
Abov<', Hoger Frank, Dale' Cul\·f•r
Leilani
Opinion & ('ommpnt - pag1•s ~ anct
th National DirE'ct Stud nt Loan. out, and if so, why?
and Fritz Anderson ta k(' a
Williams
offers
the
results
of
a
!l
There have been numerous
breather on the front steps. For
changes and if you ar interest d rec nt survey conducted by an the story on the vets co-op, · <·e
Eastern cla s last spring, and a
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you can find out about them in th
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own.
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AS Nursery!.rToddler Campus"
Passing by the south end of
Sutton Hall, you may have
noticed guinea pigs running
around in a cage on the lawn.
Their home is not a biology lab,
but the Associated Students'
Nursery School, where they ~re
helping to broaden the experi-

ences of young children of
parents who are students at
Eastern.
The school's staff, Mrs. Busskohl, who is the director, Mrs.
Marion Ritter, Mrs. Maryanne
Foucoult, and E.W.S.C. students,
do )'){)t see thek position as baby

Native Trees C uf

.cont'd) .

that this ·"residential freeway" involves widening streets A to F to 40
feet, which means cutting down many of the city native trees. ·
Dr. Williamson said the community found it necessary to take the
city council to court, mainly because, there were no advising
referendum and hearings made to the public. He said matters such as
ecology, safety, and property ·values, are of great concern to the
community. Williamson said, "We are not an obstructionist group to
stop progress. Our efforts to present our views have been denied.'' He
said a professional man who lives on 6th St. and whose office is on 7th
St., said, "It now takes me three minutes to get to my office, but with a
freeway it will only take me two."
Merritt Johnson, the city's attorney, said the city residents should
recognize that the city office holders are representatives of the people,
and that they (the city residents), elected them into office. He said
many of the city residents are too emotionally involved in a situation
that calls for environmental redevelopment by State law.
The merits on this case will be heard by Judge Raymond F. Kelly
October 11, Wednesday.

. -,.... ,.,..

,..,,.

sitters, or as formal school
teachers. They ar~ working to
enrich the children's lives
through group experiences and
special activities like painting, ·
singing, and story telling, enabling the children to adjust more
easily to kindergarten and
school.
Visitors to the Nursery School
will discover that it is a bright
and cheery place with children,
both in and out of doors, involved
in many stimulating activities.
While time is se~ aside for
planned learning, the staff largely acts as guides in unstructured
activities, where the children are
aided in discovering things on
their own.
The Nursery School, which is
completely sponsored by the
A.S., is one and one half years
old. It recently moved from its
rectory location to Sutton Hall. At
least one of the child's parents
must be a student at Eastern, and
it is especially designed for single
parents .
A child's tuition is forty dollars
per quarter. Children may enter
at two and one half years, (if they
are toilet trained), up to kindergarten age.
There are presently 2 morning
sessions held from 8:45 to noon,
one of which is especially
designed for younger childr.en
and one afternoon session from
12:45 to 4:00. Application may be
made in the A.S. office in the
PUB.

Because of its recent move, the
nursery is in need of tricycles,
wagons, push toys, and a doll
corner. Student volunteers are
welcome .

Magic Bus Schedule Reviewed
A proposal has been brought
before Bruce Murray, Assistant
Program Director, concerning
EWSC Drama Department presents, "You're a Good Man Charlie the changing of the Magic Bus
Saturday Schedule.
Brown", 7:30 in the College Theatre. ·
The present Saturday schedule
consists of two night busses
running from Spokane to Cheney.
Friday--Oct. 6:
One leaving at 3:15 p.m. and the
other at 11 :30 p.m. The bus
schedule leaving Cheney consists
" ... .Charlie Brown", 7:30 p.m. in the College Theatre.
of
one at 3:45 and the other at
A.S. Concert fe~turing John Hartford, Bruce and Dixie Innes, and
Midnight.
Coates & Carlson, m the PUB, 8:00 p.m. Admission is $1.00 with EWSC
A proposal has been presented
card.
to add a few more bus runs for the
Eastern student's convenience.
Saturday--Oct. 7:
The proposed buses would consist
of one leaving Cheney at 7:30
"Little Big Man", at 8 p.m. in the PUB, admissions with.student ID a.m . and the other leaving
Spokane at 5:00 p.m.
is only 25 cents.
Football game at 1: 30, Woodward Field. EWSC plays Southern · These two additions have been
suggested by a number of
Oregon College.

Thursday--Oct. 5:

students, especially for during
W1nter Quarter for those students
working Saturday mornings in
Spokane. The 7: 30 bus would be
helpful getting into Spokane early
in the morning without the added
hassle of braving the infamous
Cheney-Spokane road.
The 5 :00 bus would also be
beneficial to students as on
Saturdays the stores in Spokane
don't close until 5:00 and students
would have additional time to get
their weekly shopping completed.
The Greyhound Schedule
doesn't alleviate these problems
on the Saturday run either: the
Greyhound lines don't run the
Cheney-Spokane route after 3:30.
In response to the proposal for
the change, Bruce Murray
mentioned, "I would prefer to

wait until Winter Quarter to
change the schedule, as we just
posted our Fall schedule and the
change might be confusing to
people." Murray however, went
on to add that he would look into
the situation and get in touch with
the Spokane lines and see what
could be worked out, maybe by
this Saturday on the 5:00 p.m. bus
run.
Murray is skeptical about the
patronage of the 7 :30 bus, and
whether it would be worth the
additional run. He felt that if the
run comes into being it will
probably be on a temporary basis
at the beginning.
A new bus has been scheduled
that will be leaving the Coliseum
at 4:30 and it will be arriving in
Cheney at approximately 5:10.

Sunday--Oct. 8:
" .... Charlie Brown", 7:30 p.m. in the College Theatre.
The Carpenters-~Spokane Coliseum at 8 p.m. Tickets $3 75 $4 50
$5;?oi at S~attle F,1,rst N~tional Banks in Spokane.
· ' · '
wit~1ig~ Big Man 'agam showing at 8 p.m. in the PUB for 25 cents
G~~zaga and Earth_ Breeze present John Lee Hooker in Kennedy
Pav1hon_ at 8 p.m. Tickets are $3.50 in advance at the Groove and
Shutter m Cheney; $4.50 at the door.

Monday--Oct. ~:

Rent or Buy!

4 Channel Quad Sound

TV or STEREO
...,....TELEDYNE PACKARD BELL
Electra
.!M :i~1 B~ - Beige
12" B&W Picture
(dial). meao.\

Speaker dimensions

7!/•" W, 9'1• " H. 4'1-', '' D

Nothing Scheduled.

Tuesday--Oct. 10:

Wednesday--Oct. 11:
Filing for Fall Quarter A.S. positions close today:
Santana Concert in Spokane Coliseum at 8 p.m . . Tickets $4.50
¥advance, $5.50 at the door; available at P .M. Jacoys and the Bon
Marche in Spokane;

RENT TV's AS LOW AS
$6.00 PER MONTH!
9" B&W thru 23 ..
COLOR AVAILABLE!

Town & Country's Our. NameTV & Stereo Our Game!
SALES-SERVICE -RENTALS
504, FIRST-CHENEY
.! JS-6122
REMEMB·ER!

Each

Tl\e East~-:ner, 'fhur~. .Oc;t. 5, 1972 P~ge, ;J

Parking is no problem and no windshields to ticket ...

Photos
by Bob Simpson

The two-wheelers are coming ...

To leave this campus
in peaceful serenity ...
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Horoscope for Week of Oct. 8-14

~RIES-(March 21-April 20)-Your nerves will be very much on ·edge
this week due to a feeling of being closed in. Without a mature
attitude, impatience and confusion may cause you to reach a breaking
point.
~a.r,
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-=Ra'dio Serial

TAURUS-(April 21-May 20)-Those younger than you may have you
on a pedastal through your som.ewhat aloof and distant appearance. "The Fourth Tower of InverDon't place too much value on this or you m~y lose respect elsewhere. ness," a new KEWC radio
., mystery serial, will be tentative- · - -.....
, ....._...,ft:_..........
ft ....
,,,. . . . .ft"""·"""·-·"""'""'"'""''"""'--·"""'·. . . . . . .,_
. ......__.....-.. . . . . . _
. . . . . . . ._......-·""'·-·--..... ly broadcast for the first time on
campus October 9.
Sponsored by Grunt Records (a
GEMINl-(May. 21-June 21) -You may be very intolerant of
branch
of RCA) and produced by
restrictions and rules in any form and rebellion can seem immature
the
ZBS
Media, the new program
and cause future damage.
is being distributed tO' over 350
-.-.·-ft----ft"""ft"""ft-"""ft....ft.......ft...ft ....ft . . .·--.-.........
ft ft-·....__.,_ft_..
. . .....ft"""""'ft"""ft"""ft"""ft. . .·-.................. college radio stations in the
United States and Canada. The
CANCER-(June 22-July 22)-Be wary of infatuation with someone of 13~week serial consists of 6~ daily
the opposite sex. You may make promises you can't keep and episodes, each about ~5 mm':1tes
wouldn't want to anyway.
long. The program ~Ill be ~ired
on AM only, and will begm at
........ft ft----·-ftft"""ft""''""'ft"""'"""ft""''"""ft""'f....t ftUftft........ft --ft-....ft-·"""ft"""'".."""""'-•...,,.-.---ft-.....-.
11: 50 p.m. The channel is 665 for
students in dorms.
The story is a kind of mind
LEO-(July 23-August 23)-Don't exaggerate or overdress yourself in . theatre of the air, and concerns
public. You may settle into a lasting romance of loyalty and true the adventures of Jack Flanders,
affection now.
a young man who encounters
strange happenings at an old
nnnnnu u
an
-.... • ,,...... ••• ~ ..... nu.-...•. • mansion where he is staying.
He discovers that a jukebox
VIRG()-(Augu.st 24-September 22)-Some~ne out of the distant past that can't be located plays old
can contact you. This causes mixed emotions but you may feel the 50's tunes just before an accident
happens ...and that there are only
affair is useless and finished.
three towers in Inverness,
..ft --"""ft"""ft....._...,ft_ft__.,_____ft....._ft___ft"""ft"""'..ft ft....ft""'·-·-·_ft___,...ft..._ although he's seen a fourth.
While searching for the jukebox
LIBRA-(September 23-0ctober 22)-Avoid competition with a he finds the entrance to the fourth
younger, opinionated person. A touchy temper may cause hardships tower, which only he can see.
on other emotional making you uptight.
Once inside the tower, he ·
..
...___ft____._,...,,...._._,_,....,._...,_..,,-.---.c....,~....·---_..,..ft. . . -. .....·-·-·-~ft..... encounters strange, exotic planes
of existence .. .
SCORPIO-(October 23-November 22)-You can feel obsessed witll a
The new radio drama has been
described.by a ZBS official as " a
loved one. Avoid an urge to talk about personal mat,ters openly.
ft
• _ ft~ • , new and contemporary art form "-"----·-··--""'"""·.....__ft""'ft""''"""'""'-·-"""·--"""'·--·----""'·---""uxu___ not a political or social commentary ; if anything, it's escapism.
SAGGITARIUS-(November 23-December 21)-Keep private affairs In a highly entertaining way, the
out of conversations with friends . You try to make too many decisions program will stimulate an ala bout things outside your reach and life at the moment.
ready consciousness a mong
listeners."
... tucrr.» nn . . . , , . - . nnnnn.....,e...-.
nnnne nnn u n auu nnnn c u nnn...,.

PERFORMANCES OF "YOU'RE A GOOD MAN, CHARLIE
BROWN", will be presented Oct. 5, 6, at 7:30 p.m. in the College
Theatre. Shown above are two members of the cast: Wayne Foland,
as Charlie Brown; and Scott Wallace, as Snoopy.

Cha,linlrE

''MODERN
TIMES"·rCJ
at 7:00 and 10:20

0

11
""" -

---r

-····

GOLDDIGGERS
OF 1935"

, · .at 1:35 ONLY

TUESDAY NIGHT

AT THE FLICKS!
8 P.M - OCTOBER 10
IN THE ·PUB ·
'I

..,

I

J

Marx Brothers in
MONKEY BUSINESS
Our Gang in ,

DOG DAYS
r

•

Rudolph Valentino in

JAZZ AGE IDOL

ALL ·FOR 25$

~

CAPRICORN-(December 22-J a nuary 20)-Don'tlet your imagination --.-y--.-r un you. Be creative in your work, but admit .drawbacks. There may ...w...0~~
be disappointment through mail.
....._.,,.,,,~

,,__,,...,._,,

'1 n
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. AQUARIUS-(January 21-February 19)-You can create a very good
image and make imJ?re&sions with the r ight people by playing things
cool. Watch extremism .
• •••

PISCES-(February 20-March 20)-Be tolerant and understanding of
eccentric, foolish people. Give the benefit of the doubt to those who
seem to be threatening.
·
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Name
Address

Special Student Rates! Save!

city

Please enter my subscription
PLAYBOY for:
O 7 months at $6 (save $2.00 1 ff $8 single-copy price)

State

:i

to

D
O
O

O

1 year at $8.50 (save $4.SO
$ll single-copy price)
2 years at $16 (save $10.00 o '..$26 single-copy price)
3 years at $22 (save $17.00 off $39 single-c:opy-price)
D New subscription

(If Box Number used Box or University Box)

(please print)

I
1
I
I

Zip
indicate whether P.O.

Name of College/University

I
I

NOTE: This offer is made only to students cur-

I
I

0

I
I

I
:

I

El

my personal Playboy Club Key.

:

I

O Please send me an application for

rently enrolled in a college or university.

0 My $25.00 check is enclosed.

Send to:
PLAYBOY COLLEGE CENTER

•

919 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60611

,..

..,

© 1971 Playboy

I

I
I

- - - - - - --------.....----=--

Renewal
Please include your check or money order.

:

I
I
I
I·
45 26

:

Rates apply to U.S., U.S. Poss. and C.nada only. :. I

----------------------------------------
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SERVICE
ON SATURDAY

•

10 I.M. ID 1P.M~
fARfflBRSiffl.BRCHADTS BROK
.MEMBE R FDIC & Fll;Dl:.RAL R CS£ k ·.t1

.
ra.e ~~~- ,'I'll~ . 9~t~15 1~71 ~a,~b\

by Maureen Lynch

Former Grad
Gets Radio
Award

,

Associated Students brings the first concert of the year this ·F riday,
Oct. 6, at 8 p.m. in the PUB. P erforming will be John Hartford, Bruce
and Dixie Innes , a nd Coates & Carlson. Tickets are on sale in the PUB
for one dollar.

At Billboard Magazine's An. nual radio programming forum
in Los Angeles last month,
former easterner Rich Nessen
was named one of the nations
most outstanding broadcasters.
Nessen was among announcers
singled out for "exhibiting the
highest standards of craftmanship and professionalism" , and
was saluted as ''one of the
leading individuals in radio
today''.
He was judged on the "Top 40" ,
(Contempor ary), category of the
awards competition.
Nessen received early broadcast experience and tra ining as a
RTV major a t Eastern from
1963-65. He was a disc jockey on
KEWC before announcing on
several Spokane stations, including KREM and KXLY.
He presently is employed with
WMYQ radio, in Miami, Flo~ida.

HARTFORD PROFILE

Most folks can relate John Hartford to "Gentle On My Mind"
recorded by some odd 200 people, including Glen Campbell . The
quality of his lyrics have earned him recognition as a " poet" by "High
Fidelity" magazine, "Renaissance man of contemporary pop music "
by the "San Francisco Chronicle", and winner of three Grammies.
Hartford calls his music "grass-rock"--a combination of bluegrass
and rock--orientated towards country.
His versatiUty as an
instrumentalist ranges in mandolin, guitar, dobro, fiddle, and
especially banjo. Other recording artists, (like James Taylor,
Delaney & Bonnie, and Jefferson Airplane), have been equally
impressed working with Hartford:
His appearance on "The Smothers Brother's Hour", (later the
"Summer Brother's Show"), and Glen Campbell's Goodtime Hour"
gave first impressions that he was a real country cracker--until he
started to play or sing. Hartford is an artist and entertainer in the
most sophisticated, appealing sense of the word.
nnnnn

nnnnnennnnn

DUOS FEATURED
Co-starring Hartford's performance are Bruce and Dixie Innes from
"the Original Caste". Dixie performs a number of pop songs by such
artists as Gordon ~ightfoot, Neil Young, and her husband, Bruce, who
also doubles on guitar and piano. Backing up the Inneses are two
bluegrass-country-pop musicians, Dennis Coates on banjo and Gary
Carlson on guitar.
,
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GU CONCERT

'Atone time jazz.was king. Through contributions of musicians such
as Miles Davis, Charles Lloyd, and others on an increasing list, jazz
has met i\s so-called "r~pirth" or "r~vival" in the past few years.
There are even a few people who manage to cross that line between
:tl,rle and fad to find miw 11qirecti~ns in JQ,fsic. John Lee Hooker,,
·., ..
(~uhder and king of the t,Boogie", is one.
· Gonzaga and ''Earth Breeze'' of Vancouver are presenting Hooker
in concert Sunday, Oct. 8 at 8 p.m. Backing him up will be ''The Coast
to Coast Blues Band", and a second group from Spokane, "TQe Weston
Davis Revue", will also perform. The Groove and Shutter in Cheney is
selling tickets, $3.50 in advance; $4.50 at the door.
non

en

a

sen

COLISEUM CONCERTS

The second spotlight Series presents The Carpenters in concert
Saturday, Oct. 7, at 8:00 p.m. These contemporary record superstars
are appearing for the first time in Spokane.
Their long line of hit songs include; "Rainy Days and Mondays",
"For All We Know", "We've Only Just Begun", "Say Goodbye To
Love", and "Superstar". Tickets are $3. 75, $4.50, $5.50, available at
Spokane branches of Seattle First National Banks.
Next Wednesday, Oct. 11, Santana will perform at 8:00 p.m . in the
Coliseum . The group is well known for their unique style of music.
Advance tickets are available at P.M. Jacoy's and the Bon Marche in
Spokane for $4.50 ; $5.50 ; a t the door.

New Approach
To Japanese
History Shown
A new approach to the history
of Japan is being attempted for
the first time this quarter in
"Japan by Film" instructed by
Mr. Lynn Triplett.
· The course is ten classic
Jqpanese fil~s ,sp~ead o.ut over
three quarters--you can join the
course winter · quarter and-or
spring for one credit each quarter
in History 498.
The films are to help students
to really get the feel of the
Japanese people and culture and
get a mental image of Japan for
deeper insight into their studies.
Registration for the course is not
necessary to attend the films, so
Mr. Triplett urges everyone to
come, for they will be entertaining as well as educational.
The course fs an experimental
addition to a new program of
Asian Area Studies now being ·
offered at Eastern. Watch in the
focus for the times, the next film
is "Seven Samurai" on Oct. 20.
"Ikiru" is Nov. 10 and " Jojimbo"
Dec. 1.

"Stereo and Photography"
Complete Sales and Service
413 1st St., Cheney
•

•

•

•

4

Phone 23S-4901

Nostaglia pleats from way back
when ...They're making it big nowwith super-wide legs and 2-1/2 inch
cuffs. - For a good old Lee kind
of day.

Qj;)~~@D~

~~@J1S

LEE

NEXTTOCOEUR D'ALENE HOT~L
-- - · - ~----

r--------•
.

.
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CLIP OUT FORM ALONG THIS

LINE•--------1

I
SEND THIS APPLICATION TO YOUR COUNTY AUDITOR.
I
·I
I
I APPLICATION FOR GENERAL ELECTION ABSENTEEI
I
I
I
I
I THIS APPLICATION IS BEi NG MADE FOR AN ABSENTEE BALL0'f; FOR I
I
I THE APPROACH I NG:
I
I
I
'I

Blood Drive-Dre-ssler Cflallege

Q

II

(Date)

I
I
I

I hereby declare that I am a
Qualified Elector in
(Name of County)

II
· The sem-i-annual Campus refreshments.will be provided for
Blood Drive will get underway donors, Zorn said.
next week, Oct. 12 and 13, at the
old SUB Harbor, stated Bill Zorn. Sponsor Corps
drive chairman.
The blood collected will be
deposited in the EWSC account at
the Spokane Blood Banlc for
Attention all girls! .If you are
ready use by students, faculty, . interested in campus service
staff or families. Individuals may activities, you are invited to
also establish their own account attend the EWSC Sponsor ·corps
or designate another if desired.
teca to be held Monday evening,
Streeter Hall, past two-time Oct. 9 at 7 p .m. in the second floor
champs of the drive, has been lounge of the PUB.
challenged by Dressler Hall
Heading the Sponsor Corps this
according to Jon Dillingham, year is Colonel Sally Bise, an
Dressler President.
education major from Coulee
A rotating trophy is awarded to City. The Colonel and some
the living group contributing the members of the Corps will be on
highest number of units to the hand to answer any questions and
drive. The trophy will be explain various activities of the
awarded this year during half- organization.
time of the Homecoming game on
The Sponsor Corps earned
Nov. 11. Last year's donations several top honors for their
totalled 340 pints.
precision drill exhibitions this
All contributions will be admin- past spring in Reno, Nevada and
istered by registered nurses and ~t the Spokane Lilac Festival. ·

To Hold Tea

. COLLEGE GIRlS - ARE· YOU
''
--INTERESTED IN STRETCHING
YOUR DOllAR.S?
LOOK AT THIS BEAUTIFUL OFFER
LAKELAND VILLAGE HAVE FOR YOU!
* Apartments furnished with kitchenette,
bathroom and living-sleeping room.
* Furnished meals in dining room.
* Minutes away from campus.
* Located in quiet scenic area.
Al I you have to do is aid the helpless residents
and the mentally retarded 15 hours a week!
INTERESTED? Call: College-In Residence
Volunteer program, Lakeland Village 299-3131.
(non - toll Spokane area) aor write to: Volunteer
Services, Lakeland Village, Medical Lake, Wn.
99Q22

IADON
IBIBL
TAVBBN
In Medi<il .Lake
.,,...,

COOK YOUR

- --

OWN,TEAKI
Buy 5Get 1 Free!
SANDWICHES
· FREE · HORSE - SHOE PITS

I
I

I
I
I

General Election

O My Reason for Requesting An

State of Washington, and that I
am registered for voting at the
following:
(Street and Number, . or Rural Rt.)

0

(ti_ty or Town)

Absentee Bal lot is:

(Check Appropriate Square)

I

I Expect to be Absent From My
Precinct During The Polling Hours
On The Day of Said Election.

,Cannoti Attend At The Pol ls And
Vote In The Usual Way At Said

I

My voting Precinct is:,

I

(if possible fl II in Precinct J\bme

Election.

or Number)

(Print l\bme Rere For Positive
Identification)

Fill in Address Where You Wish
Absentee Ballot To Be Sent.

(Signature

Of Voter)

(Street)

II .
I

I
I
I

0 .I Am So Incapacitated That I

II

II
II
I
I

II

November _7, 1972

{City)

.

{State)

II
I
I
I
I

II
I
I
II
II
I
I
II
I

·------------------------------~---, r----------------------------------1

I College Park I
·I Apartments !
I

I

I

I

hBedroom Apts.
I
Near Riha Bros.
i
Shopping Center
i
Off Street Parking

With Laundry Facilities In Each Building!

I

I

#

I
I

I
I
!FURNISHED

No Pets

I
I
I
I

!
I
UNFURNISHED I

No ·children

I

Monthlv Lease

Monthly Lease

;sno.oo

$12S.OO

3 to 9 Month Lease

3 to 9 Month Lease

1s12S.OO

12 Month Lease

$115.00
$110.00

I
I

12 Month Lease

I

IS140.00

I

1
. - 8ee-at •~·" ' 2nd
I
I
for further informatlon, ,all
I
Ken Blanchard 235 - 6155
I
see al Apartment No. 111 ·

I
·1
I
I
I
I

L~--------------------------~------~
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Dorms Researched
by Leilani Williams

What is wrong with living in a
college dormitory? Last year the
number of dorm residents declined from about 1600 students fall
quarter to 1200 in the spring.
Since this decrease was not
economically advantageous to
the college, a study was conducted by students in a marketing
research class to determine some
reasons for students leaving
dorms, and to recommend a
general program designed . to
make dorm living more acceptable to students.
Following are some of the
reasons discovered through the
study. Keep in mind that these
are not specific facts; rather they
are general attitudes compiled
after polling some 10 percent of
EWSC's student body.
One of the most important
reasons for leaving the dorm
given by the students sampled
Wc\S, of course, personal freedom.
Students want a place where
they can entertain friends and
have parties and beer without
being disturbed by rules and
regulations and R.A.'s.
The study report states that
students "feel that apartment
living demonstrates maturity
and carries with it more status
than other living conditions."
Women students have stronger
feelings about the idea of
freedom than male students.
Also high on the list of reasons
students move out of dorms is
"good quality food." 80 percent
of the dorm students polled in the
survey rated the food quality at
Tawanka as "good" or "fair".
Over half of the apartment
dwellers indicated the food was
"very poor", "poor" or were
undecided.
And then there is the question
of economics-is it cheaper to live
off campus? About half the dorm
residents and half the apartment
residents agreed that it was Jess
expensive to buy food . themselves. Women especially felt
this because they often had to pay
for food they did not eat.
A quiet place to study was
another factor involved' in choosing a living location.
Sixty
percent of the apartment dwellers felt that the noise level in the
dorms ·was either loud or ~ very
loud. They moved to apartments
seeking peace and quiet.
Then there is the problem of
roommate compatability. Many
freshmen enter the dorm with no
knowledge of the person they will
be living with. Often this makes
for rather uncomfortable situ-·
ations. But a good number of
students who do not get along
with their roommates would
rather move out of the dorm
completely than hurt their roommate's feelings by living elsewhere in the dorm.
Another reason for the decline
in dorm occupancy concerns an
,item in the college bulletin which
states; "Entering freshmen are
·required to live in college
·residence halls unless they are
over 21 years of age, live with
their parents, or are married."
As a result of this policy, 75
percent of freshmen living in
Cheney are in residence halls.
But since this policy has not been
enforced for the past five years,
many freshmen leave the dorm
when they find out residence hall
living is not a requirement.
So--what must EWSC do to
make students "want" to live in
dormitories'? The study by the
marketing research class says
one way to help is to "establish a
separate residence hall for upper
classmen."
According to Mr. ·Fred
Heinemann, EWSC's Housing
Manager, this may become
reality this year with Louise
Anderson Hall opening as a dorm
open only to upperclassmen. It
would be classified as a "quiet"
dorm with no R.A. 's and it would

,.~.

be run similar to a dorm at
Washington State where students
must sign an agreement that they
remain quiet while living in the
dorm. This would appeal to
students whose area of study
requires more than the average
homework hours.
,
This quarter Louise Anderson
was closed because of budgeting
problems; the dorm runs on a
unit utility system where, to heat
one room, all must be heated. So
every room in Streeter and
Morrison is now occupied and
there are only about 100 entpty
beds. Heinemann stated that the
Housing office would like to ask
for student opinion before making plans for making · LA an
upper- class dorm.
Another recommendation
made _by __t}?e study was "to
irtstitute a flexible system of
meal purchase plans. If this were
to come about, individual meal
prices would likely have to be
increased. l:leinemann would
like to see this become a policy
sometime this year.
"Promote dormitory floor
identitY. and encourage competition'' was another recommendation. This would focus on
schednling athletic and recreational events to stimulate
competition within the dorm.
Along this same line was another
recommendation to "program
group activities and encourage
the use of college recreation
facilities."
One more recommendation
that, according to Heinemann,
probably will not be implemented, was to "institute a
system of matching roommates
that strives to maximize compatibility. This is comparable to
computer dating services. The
University of California tried the
computer matchup of roommates
but told Heinemann that, "It just
didn't work."
.Dorm occupancy is vital to this
college if it .is to function. The
above ar just a few of the
programs that could be implemented to encourage dorm life.
Who knows what the future holds
for dorms--open hours, no R.A. 's,
carpeted rooms, triple-sized
rooms, taverns in the dorms ...

11{,a!Vf ~ 4'I
COSMETICS

HAVE A
COM Pl1,.,ENTARYi
FACIAL!
UTRY BEFORE
YOU BUY!"

SEE ...
Carol Weatherbe
at 812 Summit
Cheney
OR CALL ..
235-4689

:::_·=...,...._,.,.·

Parking~
Regulation
And Cost·
Recent beautification projects
on Eastern 's campus have
brought about several changes to
1 the campus parking system.
Students and staff who mfiy be
having problems finding their
assigned lot, due to new renumbering system, can check with
Campus Safety in Monroe Hall.
Permits cost $7.50 for close-in lots
and $5.00 for outlying lots this
quarter.
A campus safety spokesman
said that a third parking citation
.for parking in a .lot without a
permit will cause the vehicle to
be impounded.
This year, Campus Safety is
using wheel locking devices ,
which will prevent a vehicle from
being moved. This device will not
be removed till the citation and a
$5.00 removal fee are paid.
Vehicles parked in reserved
and safety zones will be towed
,away. The citation and towing fee
:must be paid before the vehicle is
{eleased.
OUR PRICES ARE SMALL
just like our ad!

*WANT ADS*
Babysitter. From l:OOp.m. - 2:00
p.m. M-F and some additional
afternoons & evenings.
Call
235-4517 after 2:00
VETERANS low-rent housing.
Single rooms for men on campus.
$25 mo. (Also discount, new
one-bedroom apartments available.)
Showalter 309. Phone
359-7040
NoW' any student can independently earn his or her trip toEurope by simply obtaining a
paying job in Europe. A few
weeks work at a resort, hotel, or
similar job in Europe paying free
room and board plus a wage
more than pays for the new $165
round-trip Youth Fare being
offered by the scheduled airlines.
A couple more weeks on the job
earns money for traveling around
Europe before returning home.
Jobs, work permits, visas,-and
other necessary working papers
are issued to students on a first ·
come, first served basis. .
Although thousands of jobs are
immediately available, applications should be submitted far
~nough in advance to allow sos!
ample time to obtain the necessary working papers and permits. Any student may obtain an
application form, job listings,
and the SOS Handbook on earning
a trip to. Europe by only sending
their name, address, name of
educational institution, and $1
(for addressing, handling, and
air mail postage from Europe) to
SOS - Student Overseas Services,
Box 5173, Santa Barbara, California 93108.

Babysitting in my home. 235-8227
For Sale. 2 pair Head Skis. $75
each with bindings. $50 without.
Stereo $25 or best offer. 359-2783
Concord F106 Stereo-Casette
Deck & Tapes. Call 359-7745

THE DAIRY DELLI
NATURAL FOODS
111 F Street
Across From Owl Pharmacy

REXALL
SALE
STARTS
THURSDAY
AT

OWL PHARMAC
120 F ST.
Ph. ·235.4100

'
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~a,npus Without A Heart
µnlike a majority ?f four year college campu~es in the state,
Eastern's enrollment 1s made up of a strong maJority of commuters,
cotning mostly from Spokane.
Along with this unusual situation comes an unusual student body. A
commuting body not totally concerned to what effects the campus has
onl its dwellers. A body born without a heart.
This is how the campus is today, and has been for years past. The
unfortunate thing is that this apathy is not directly the students' fault.
It is just the situation.
The obvious course, of course, is surgery.
A heart would give the campus a health condition, ready and strong
to face the versatility and progressive change that inevitably affects
alL breathing college campuses.
This would give Eastern the iron crank that makes the political
machines grind its gears against apathy.
]iJut who will turn the cra~k?
How Eastern will achieve this change of heart is up to the people
who are not actually involved with what goes on at Eastern.
But to transplant a heart is an experimental operation. It requires
an effort by all students, and the effort will determine whether the
hope of change will live or die.
' Tin cars are like the Tin man. Each must search for a method to
achieve a heart.
We already have a brick road.

THE
5TUl)ENT

(~d

now

on
arm and

here

Splinter Parties

chart b~ ±his

Lila And .S prouts

As this campus, this community and this country draw close to
adother presidential election, scores upon scores of people have begun
jumping on their respective bandwagons.
In most cases, individuals are siding along either republican or
democratic lines, and the candidates of those parties.
.-iowever, a curious situation has also developed--the phenomena of
splinter parties. These groupings of special interests, which one day
may even include such parties as the Policemen's Rights party or
some other extreme example, .seem to pop up in force every four
years.
This pa~t week, two candida~es !or two such splinter parties made
their way mto the Easterner office m an effort to spread their names to
the six thousand or so students at Eastern.

by Leon Bowsky

The seed of mystery
Lies in muddy water
How can we fa thorn the muddiness?
Water becomes clear through
stillness
How can we become still?
By moving with the stream.
Timothy Leary
Pschedelic Prayer
That is what Lila means. God's
play. Life's longing for itself. The
flow. The way. We dance to it in a
universe that peoples like apple
· trees bear apples.
What does that have to do with
nourishment and food. Everything and anything, and nothing.
Watch.
"The world around you never
catches up to you," (Marty
Balin). Words from rock song,
"Share A Little Joke" (with the ·.
world) esoteric interpretation]l3oth gentlemen represented parties with similar names--the spirit moves faster than our
So£ialist Labor Party and the Socialist Workers Party- yet were so projection of "where it's at". The
different in age, background and specialized beliefs, it makes one Lord works in mysterious, wonderful ways.
wonder just who represents whom.
One way that impresses me is
~t is just possible these people are doing more harm than good and
sprouts,
(aha, back on the
cr~ating more questions than answers by forming into different
physical)
.
The
fruit of grains and
parties, but yet using much the same name. If such is the case, then
grasses,
and
seeds,
and flowers,
th~y are doing no more than confusing the voters for just a few more
and
legumes
and
beans:
water
vo~es.
and God. Food for the winter.
~plinter parties do serve a necessary function in the democratic
"Live" food. You can even use
prqcess in that they balance out in some way the power of the two
well
water, if you have access to
m~jor political parties, and also keep open the channels of
it.
Makes
your sprouts more
corpmunication just a little bit more.
ijowever, everyone is bound to suffer if these parties continue to
capitalize on a term that stands for a group of section that they will not
or cannot represent.
efore everyone starts thinking about revamping the social system,
the should instead start thinking about revamping the tools they
int nd to use to bring about that change.

,
!
I

. AD ~ANAGER-JIM BARTO-STAFF REPORTERS INCLUDE: Butch Brown,
Cha11ley Countryman, Jill Harstad, Nola Leyde, Kerry Lynch, Robert Reed,
Geo~gene Sandbak, Cynthia Smith, Judy Sine, Kathy Wilcox, Leilani Williams,
and Leon Bowsky-Editorlal Cartoonist-Pat Berry. The Easterner is printed
wee~ly except holidays, and periods immedia·lely preceding holidays. The
Eas~erner Office is located at the Eastern Washington State Walter W. Isle
Memorial Union Building, College and G Streets, Cheney, Washington, and is
publ~shed by the Associated Students of EWSC. All editorial opinions expressed
in T~e Easterner are those of their authors, where signed, or of The Easterner,
and do not represent those of the Associated Students, the faculty, or
adminisl'ratlon ~f EWSC.

tuitioVl> · shown

..

alive. Vibrating. That's what it is·:
Live foods are more conducive to
expressing spirit. And it takes a
vast change in a soul's activities,
attitudes, expressions, to change
from a western convenience diet
to eating live foods. Take your
time. Whatever you do, feel good
about it. Balance is the blessing.
Yin, yang. Acid, alkaline. Mucus
forming, mucusless. Your balance is unique, real. You are
what you eat; and surely it is the
flesh and blood of spirit. Where
there is unity in the temple, there
is · God. Know the temple that
Jesus rebuilt in three days as he
promised. It's holy (wholly-hallowed). Healthy, happy, holy.
I can't tell you how to eat. I can
only suggest positive, vibrating
pictures. What do you see?
To sprout seeds, all you need is
water and good seeds and a
container. Rain, earth, involution-evolution of matter. Personal unfoldment should burst open
like the skin of a ripe fruit.
Eating sprouts provides more
acid-binding, mucusless activity
than in the dormant seed. More
vitamins, minerals, etc. Enough
fact. You can research that on
your own if you dig it: see
Oshawa, Arnold Ehret, Edgar
Cayce, Edmond Bordeaux
Szekely. Others.

Soak your seed overnight in
enough water to allow for
swelling (pregnancy). Drain
them the following day, using any
conceivable method----wire mes}:t
screen, tea strainer, cheese cloth,
~lightly open fingers. Rinse them
with fresh water and strain that
water off too. The seeds could be
soaked in any vessel. Now to
germinate them use a quart to
gallon jar, or a plate covered with
a damp cloth or turkish towel.
Spread the seeds in the container
or containers so that they are not
more than a half-inch or so deep,
so that all will germinate at the
same time. More can be placed in
a jar, if the jar is on its side.
Place in a warm, dark place that
is ventilated. Rinse at least once·
a day, preferably twice a day.
Strain them well. Love them.
They'll turn your jar into a small
garden. After three or four days,
when the first leaves appear,
expose them to the sunlight for
added chloryphyll. Then refrigerate if not con_sumed quickly.
Serve in salads, on sandwiches,
in soups, blend into beverages, in
baked loaves (meat or meatless),
with eggs and omelets, in breads,
sauteed or steamed- with vegetables. Have a healthy, happy,
holy winter.

'

f
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Matter of Fac.t
THE MONEY FAKERY
By Joseph Alsop

WASHINGTON--Where campaign contributions are concerned,
whether Democratic or Republican, any sensible man expects
shenanigans. One of the classical episodes of American politics, by
well-authenticated report, was the Pan-American Airways contribution that bailed out President Harry S. Truman's campaign i~ 1948, at
the darkest and most impoverished hour.
The company that allegedly made that contribution, and the man
who secured it, the late Louis A. Johnson, were subsequently and
signally rewarded. Louis Johnson's tenure as secretary of defense
was not President Truman's proudest period. Yet none but a fool
would deny that Truman was one of the best Presidents in this
century.
.
Hence this is a subject on which any sensible man always does well
to ladle out self-righteousness in carefully measured spoonfuls. The
case is a bit different, however, when the people who are raking the
money in are also ladling out self-righteousness in tankcar-sized
dollops. Judging by the known facts, this is now the case with Sen.
George McGovern's campaign staff.
·
In both the New York Times and The Wall Street Journal, for
example, McGovern's chief money man, Henry Kimelman, has lately
been quoted as asserting that "about 90 p~rcen~ of all t~e funds for the
McGovern campaign" have been obtamed m sums under $100.
Kimelman 's own more recent story is a bit different, however.
According to Kimelman, interviewed on the telephone, the
McGovern camoaien has so far taken in _a bout $4.4 million. Of this, he
claims that about $2 million came from direct mail solicitation. He
admits to $385,000 of large contributions. And he further admits to
above $2 million in loans, some of which, he declares, have already
been repaid.
The political "loan" is an old, old story. The McGovern people have
added a new wrinkle. bv allee:edlv continuous loan repayment. But
even if you allow for Kimelman's claimed level of rep_?y!Ilents? the
large contributions and the loans, put together, amount to around 50
percent of the funds for the McGovern campaign.
The assertion that 90 percent has come from the humble dollars of
the working poor is therefore not founded in fact. It is a fa~e, to be
blunt. There is something very peculiar, too, abeut the Kimelman
assertion that large contributions have not passed $385,000.
Here take the case of the Harvard professor, Martin Peretz. His
fondness for giving money to the more left-wing political causes,
beginning with the Students for a D~mocratic Society, has added a
new category, "Peretz money," to the American political lexicon. It is
not yet as commonly used a category as, say, "gerrymander," named
after a forgotten governor, Elbridge Gerry. But it is useful.
It is useful, for example, because "Peretz money" provided a cool
$13 million just for the 1968 preconvention campaign of Sen. Eugene
McCarthy. Much came rom Professor Peretz. Much also came from
other like-minded persons, usually with rich parents or rich wives.
There is a lot of that kind of money in the United States today.
This reporter recently pointed out these facts, evoking a heated
telephone call from Prof. Peretz. He hact, he said, given "h~rdly
anything" to Sen. McGovern. A few days later, the New York Times
stated he had actually given $25,000 already. According to a carefully
checked report, Prof. Peretz has further pledged eventual
contributions reaching $250,000.
Money man Kimelman admits that there have been Peretz ~ifts,
plus promises of a good deal more, although he somewh~t woundmgly
declares that he only believes in such pledges when he sees tpe money.
Similarly, Prof. Peretz, in the same call-to-complain, said that he had
only given "peanuts" compared to Dr. Alejandro Zaffaroni, who has
made a large fortune from oral contraceptives. The Peretz figure for
Dr. Zaffaroni's contribution was $300,000--no less !
The Kimelman figure is $80,000, so far, with a similar sum just
coming up from Dr. Zaffaroni. Then there is Alan Davis, a 24-year-old
law student who is heir to a large insurance fortune. The Wall Street
Journal states that Davis has thus far ponied up $275,000 in gifts and
loans. If you take all The Times and The Journal figures together, in
fact, the Kimelman claim that large contributions hav·e not passed
$385,000 begins to look more than peculiar.
Add that 'pro-McGovern committees are proliferating in vast
numbers that may reach 200, · all told, according to The Journal.
Remember that $100 to each of 200 committees is a $20,000 gift. You
then begin towonder who is fooling whom.

'IUGSI BUGS EVERYWHEREII'

I'm Alexei.

Fly me.
Fly Richard to China.

Fly me.
!Fly Alexei to Canada.

I'm Fidel.

I'm Spiro.

Fly me.

Fly me.

Fly Fidel to Chile.

Fly Spiro anywhere.

Letters
to the
Editor??
Where are they? Part of 8
student newsaper is the student
comment itself. What better way
is there to buff your beefs , girate
your gripes, or chronically complain ? The Easterner requests
that you type your letters, and
keep them less than 200 words.
·we also reserve the right to
print any or all letters that are
sent in, and the right to edit all
copy.
Letters
mus t
no t
be
anonymous. However, we will
accept initials, along with the ·
sender's address.
Feel free to comment on any or
all the editorials and opinions we
print. These include the local
editorials and cartoons, the
Joseph Alsop and Max Rafferty
Opinion columns, and the editorial cartoon by Pat Oliphant of
"The Denver Post."
All letters wishing to be printed
in the following issue of The
Easterner should be in no later
than Monday, by 4 p.m.
The Easterner office is located
at 2nd floor. Old SUB, Room 205,
EWSC, Cheney, Wash. 99004.

Copyright 1972, Los Angeles Times

INDIANA TAXPAYERS SUBSIDIZE
UNIVERSITY COURSE IN COMIC BOOKS

Topic for today: The education profession's built-in but compl~tely
unacknowledged death wish. I'll swear it's for a_ll the world _h ke a
mortally sick patient who carries arom_1d with him a fatal disease
which everybody knows about except him.
In past columns, I've sent up smoke signals of various colo~s to warn
my colleagues about what they were doing to our profession eve~y
time they used tax money to produce filthy plays, c~nduct ~ourses m
four-le.t ter-word "modern" literature, offer seminars m s_treetfighting and even enlarge the curriculum t0 include such slack-Jaw,ed
subjects as witchcraft and astrology. Its been wasted eff~~t, Im
afraid. After all, any educator stupid enough to slap the pubhc s _face
with expensive shenanigans such as these is going to be too stupid to
.
heed any warnings, no matter how pungently put..
Take Indiana University, for example. Acco~dmg to a .s~o~y m
Parade magazine, the harried Hoosier taxpayer is no~ subs1d1zmg a
course in comic books. Yes, Virginia, that's what I sa1~:. Superman,
Flash Gordon, Wonder Woman and all th~ rest. The i:1structor, a
character named Mike Uslan, wears a Spiderman T~sh1rt and bl~e
jeans to class, and perches·precariously atop 3: clas~~oom_ table while
voicing such deathless sentiments as the f~llowmg: Co~ic books ~re
more than just escapism, adventure, excitement and thrills. ~?ey re
a very real reflection of our times and our ways .of thought.
- - - -,Su-re-they- a,e,M-Hre. dl-of--as-are--gk;riously-inV'~lnerable except
when suddenly confronted with nasty old Kryptomte.- Eve~ybody
fights death-ray duels with Ming the Merciless. No 0ne 1s surpr~sed to
see some black-clad nut swinging from roof~op _to rooftop on his o~n
manually projected spider web. And doesn t simply everyone drive
Batmobiles and wear long pastel underwear? . · ,,.
Comic books are a "very real reOection of our times m exactl~ the
same sense that Dogpatch is an accurate depiction of an American
small town, or that Snoopy is a realistic facsimile of a beagle.
Superman and Wonder Woman reflect the real world the way a
fun-house mirror does.
1

Come off it, Mike. Say that childish minds revel in childish things.
Say that cartoon heroics give the intellect a needed rest. Say .even t~at
the preposterous perils and the s~pernatural succ_esses ,furms~ a kmd
of pinheaded catharsis to a certain sort of mentah~y. But d?n t try to
con us with any guff about the Green Hornet reflecting anythmg of any
.
.
importance to anyone over the a~e o~ 1~.
While I was shaking my head disbehevmgly ?ver this adventure m
Wonderland with public funds, I came upon_ this gem ?fa statement
from Indiana's assistant dean of arts and sciences, which pretty well
sums up the whole problem: "In this ~xp~riment, we throw awa.y
tradition and say that just about evez:ythmg m the world_ around us 1s
an appropriate subject for study. Michael Usl_an ... conymced us that
such people as Batman are part of an a uthe~tic .~mencan art form,
.
worthy of study with credit toward graduation.
so comic books are now an authentic American ~rt for1!1 , _recognized
as such by one of our great uni~ersities .. Never mu~d their ~ntellectual
puerility, their pandering to mmdless v10Ience., their cod_d hng of sta~t
impossibilities. Never mind even t~eir atroc10us ~ra~mg and ~und
coloring. "Everything in t~e world" 1s now appropriate tor study man
institution of higher learnmg.
.
.
?
How now oh generous and prodigal Indiana taxpayer . Are you
going to hold still for this trip to Never-Never Land with your money?
If so why not a senior seminar-in Nursery Rhym~s_? A graduate
cour;e in Latrine Graffiti? After all, the uni':'ersity 1s supposed to
study "just about everything," to quote the dizzy _dea!l.
wouldn't you think that educators, confronted with tne marvelous
opportunity to impart the accumulated wisdom of the ages to the next
generation, would be content to do just that? There a~e so. many
wonderful, supremely important things we should.be dealmg w~th, we
teachers. Why do we spurn the true food o.f the mmd an~ roo; mstead
in the garbage heap of contemporary qmrks and quackery .
And these are fell ow professionals! I guess I'll never, never
understand my own people.
Pow! Zap! Ugh!
copyright 1972, Los Angeles Times
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What Sort of Man
Reads T 'h e Easterner?

Chi Omega On Greek
Eastern's national chapter of
Chi Omega sorority has recently
established the first women'~
fraternity house in Cheney.
T·o help set up.the house and.~id

-R OIN

in rush, Brenda Lxuitt, a national
traveling secretary, has come
from Alabama.
Chi Omega is located at 32Cl
College Ave,me ..

The E. W.S.C. Department of
Dental Hygiene will be holding a
Dental Health Workshop Oct.
16-19, in coordination with the
department of Health, Education
and Welfare.
Approximately 35 Head Start
administrators, teachers and
nurses will be participating in the
program coordinated by Mrs.
Diane McHenry.
Dr. William H. Trefry will be
speaking on "The Importance of
Early and Routine Care." Other
speakers will be br. Robert
Faine, Regional Dental Director,
Public Health Services Region X;
Mr. James Collins, Wash. State
Regional Dental Program Consultant; Dr. Vincent Shoemaker,
Assistant Director of the Dental
Health Unit Region X: Mrs.
Marion Keefer, Charlott Pugh,
and Mrs. McHenry.
Mrs. Karen Barber, Mrs. Julie
Renner and the senior Dental
Hygiene students will be' assisting with the clinics and labs.
Some of the topics to be
covered in the workshop are:
plaque control, control of periodontal disease and caries, nutrition with an emphasis on snack
foods, fluorides, teaching aids,
program planning and community organization and the application of newly learned knowledge
and skills to the Head Start
children and their families.
The whole department is looking forward to and already
working on this pilot Dental
Health Workshop.

Car Rally
4,,
dpOle4,0't,ed

Pl KAPPA ALPHA
4,tfJ/it,,
PARKING LOT ACROSS.
F.ROM SUTTON PARK

ail 'I"" II, eed,

1 CAR, 1 DRIVER,
1 NAVIGATOR

ANT ADS

$3 PER CAR!
.

35C Per Line

ER RO RITE™

AT YOUR
BOOKSTORE

I
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PRIZES & F,UNCTION AFTER RALLYI

359-7172

Yes, take your pick of these great hits right now! Choose any 5 Stereo LPs (worth up to $33.90) or any 3 Stereo Tapes (cartridge
or cassette, worth up to $23.94) FREE ••. as your welcome gift from Record Club of 'America when you Join at the Jow llfetime
membership fee of $5.00. You can defer your selection of FREE Items and choose from an expanded list later If you can't find
5 LPs or 3 Tapes here. We make this amazing offer to introduce you to the only record and tape club offering guaranteed discounts
of up to 81 % on all labels-with no obligation or commitment to buy anything ever. As a member of this one-of·a-klnd club you
will be able to order any record or tape commercially avallable, on every label-Including all musical preferences. No automatic
shipments, no cards to return. We ship only what you order. Money back guarantee If not satisfied .

•

7777 GODSPELL
~~lit'nal Casi

5115 GRAHAM NASH/

DAVID CROSBY
Atlantic

iii
5547 MOODY BLUES
In 'Search Of
The Lost Chord
neram

1183 THREE DOG NIGHT
Harmony ABC/ Dunhill
0354 JOAN BAEZ
Blessed Are •..
12 LPs & 2 t apes)
Vancuard
1235 STEPPENWOLF
For Ladles Only
ABC/ Dunhlll
51134 TEN YEARS
AFTER Alvin Lee

0272 DIONNE WAR•
WICKE STORY
<2 LPs & 2 tapes)
Scepter
0371 GRUTEST FOLK
SINGERS OF THE
SIXTIES
12 LPs & 2 tapes)
Vancuard

1459 STEPPENWOLF
Rest In Peace
ABC/ Dunhlll
0286 DIONNE WAR·
WICKE From Within
(2 LPs & 2 t apes)
Scepter

7163 MICHEL LEGRAND
Brian's Song
Bell
7044 BEETHOVEN
Plano Sonat as
Yorkshire

3170 BUFFY SAINTE·
MARIE Moonshot
vancuard

7269 ENVIRONMENTAL
SOUNDS Nature's
Music Yorkshire

6164 JOHNNY WINTER

7159 PARTRIDGE FAM·
ILY SHOPPING BAG

First Winter
Buddah
0802 TOM JONES
Live Al Caesars Palace
12 LPs & 2 tapes)
Parrot

• 7902 MOUNTAIN
Flowers 01 Evil
Windfall

Bell
7000 TCHAIKOVSKY
1812 Over1Ure
Yorkshire
'577 ANNUNZIO PAOLO
MANTOVANI London

!1051 2001 : A Space
Odyssey MCM

•

7148 5TH DIMENSION
lndlvldually &
Collectlvely Bell
7833 DAVID CASSIDY
Cherish

Bell
8211 ROGER WILLIAMS
Summer 0 1 '42
Kapp

5514 AL GREEN
Lei's Stay Togeth er

HI

1377 JAMES GANG
• Stralaht Shooter
ABC

•

5111 ROBERTA FLACK
First Take
Atlanllc

1433 CRASS ROOTS

~:c,D~·~~n1

8178 THE WHO
Who's Next
Decca

~
S20fl CREAM
Live, Vol. II Aleo

• 7178 MOUNTAIN/
LIVE- The Road
Goes Ever On
Wlndtall

2051 ROD STEWART
Every Plclure
Tells A Slory
Mercury
5511 TOM JCINES
Clou Up Parrot

0522 WOODSTOCK TWO 2140 GUESS WHO
Born In Canada
12 LPS & 2 t apes)
Wand
Colllllon

& Co. Deram

Ctkl••• 1,n,, ci,,
(H.:IHfl!Udlll
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CLUB Of

AMERICA

RECORD_CLUB OF AMERICA-The World's Larg~st Record and Tape Club

•
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ORD CLUB OF AMERICA - The World's L_
o_west· Priced Record and Tape Club
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Hours to see the doctor:
Monday thru Friday 8-10:30,
1-2:30; Saturday 8-9 and 5-6;
Sunday 12-1. Open 24 hours a day,
a doctor is always on call for
emergencies.

This is really about all you ever
hear about the Student Health
facilities here at Eastern. However, there is a staff of four
doctors, one medex (physician's
assistant), and five full-time
student health nurses who see at
least 50 or 60 students in an
average day.
The center
receives $4.84 a quarter from the
fees to provide its excellent
service.
There is usually very little
waiting for the medical care
provided which includes diagnosis and treatment of illness
including the lab work. If it can
be done at the facility, there is no
charge.
Prescriptions and drugs ordered by the doctor will be furnished
free of charge except those for

available for drug related problems providing a member of the
Cheney Freak Squad is notified
and will volunteer to stay with
,that patient during the night, as
the Health Center nurse does not
have the time nor energy that is
necessary for care in so many of
these problP.ms.
The Cheney Freak Squad is
looking for people to help out. An
accredited two credit directed
study is being offered for training
through the Spokane Drug Training Center. If you are interested,
::ontact Diane Hanks at Showalt~r 307, phone ;159-2201, or Bob
Wood at 235-4880.
Another facility available to
students as well as the whole
community is Eastern 's Dental
Hygiene clinic. The new clinic
has 17 units with 16 senior and 21
junior students. These students
and the department faculty can
provide such services as cleaning
and polishing teeth, x-rays,
fluoride and home care instructions at a mini.ma} cost to the
patient. Later in the year
services will be expanded to
include some limited restorative
work.
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The Voters Registration Drive,
Sept. 7, didn't turn out a.swell as
had been expected, stated Pat
O'Donnell, chairman, with the
drive registering only 35 people.
The drive got off to a late start,
the rock band showing up late
then the wind delaying them
longer. But the band was good
and the people enjoyed the•music .
The chairman also said most of
the people on campus have
already registered . He had expected more people but didn't
think he would have another .
The last day to register to vote
in the November election is Oct.
7. Anyone who wishes to register
for the election can do so ~t the
A.S. office in the PUB. Anyone
also can register any time after
the seventh but won't be able to
vote in the presidential election:

..

!

GRAND OPENING!

OCTOBER 7 & 8

SUNDAY, OCT .. 8

SATURDAY, OCT. 7.

"Rocking Horse·
Rock Band
7 :00 to 11: 00

"Memphis Three·_·__
Country &
Western
9:00to1:30

treatment of chronic or pre-existing illness. Illness which is
chronic or contracted prior to
enrollment can be cared for on a
limited visit arrangement.
'
In-Patient care is provided
when necessary including meals.
The facility has sixteen beds.
U you have student insurance,
or other health insurance it can
help cover the cost of injuries
incurre,d during the school year.
Injuries can be treated on a
private patient basis with the
regular fees charged by the
doctors. Campus Security can
provide transportation here on
campus to the center, and if
transportation is needed into
Spokane, Cheney has an ambulance service avai1ab1e.
Things not covered by the
health service contract are
injuries, hospitalization not in the
health center, eye refraction,
dental care, pregnancy (diagnosis is available with Dr. fee), Illness or injury due to drunkenness
vandalism or any criminal act,
major surgery and trauma, and
employment physicals.
Starting around Oct. 16,
pregnancy tests and contraceptive information can be coordinated through the Family Planning unit which, though not
connected with the Student
Health Center, will be readily
available.

A.S. Leg.
Agenda
The Associated Students Legislature meets today at 3:00 for the
first time this quarter and the
main item on the agenda will be
committee appointments.
Among other business, 17
persons will be appointed to
various councils and committees.
AS vice president Pat
O'Donnell, however, said there
are still several vacancies left on
committees.
He said those
committees with vacancies
include Faculties Planning,
Legislative, Special Programs,
General Education, Library, ·
i."'inancial Aids and Awards;
Summer Quarter Advisory,
Affirmative Action and Recrea· tional Facilities Project. There
are also openings on the Publications Board and the AS Contemporary issues Board.
O'Donnell said any interested
persons may pick up an application at the AS offices, third floor
PUB.
Also on the agenda for the
Legislature will be a budget
request for the Intercollegiate
Political Action Committee.
IPAC is an organization that
acts as representative to the state

--1!!11------ - - --1%e--Gh~-ea-k-£{tu-ad,-a--legi.-slaturefor-a-H, of the four-year
division of the Spokane Crisis state colleges in Washington . If

Clinic, is now ·in operation. They
have someone on call from 9 p.m.
to 6 a.m. to help with any drug
related problems. Drug information, or crisis intervention including alcohol problems can be
handled through this volunteer
servi~e., Their phone: 235-4880.
The Health Center facilities are

the money is not granted by the
student legislature, EWSC will no
longer .be a member of IPAC.
O'Donnell also said that filings
for six legislative positions up for
grabs in this quarter's primary
and general elections are open.
He said students have until Oct.
11th to file to run .

L
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Voter Reg.
Results

-Hea Ith Services
by Judy Sine

i
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J.P. LUCAS WILL SERVE UPB.Q 'd HALF CH IC.KEN • S2 . 0 0
or B.Q'd RIBS· $2.00 pl·ate
Meet the new manager- Tom Showalter

TOll&BT
.YOU MAY DOUBLE
YOUR PRESENT READING SPEED
IN JUST ONE HOUR
BY ATTENDING
A FREE

•

EVELYN WOOD
READING DYNAMICS

-1- - - - - - -~l-ll~..

____._.L.:.l-=' - - - - - - ---:H

PUB - 7:30 pm
ROOM 3A
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Whitworth Clobbe·rs Meek SavagesThe Whitworth Pirate football
team stunned the EWSC Savages
34 to 21 in the latest contest in
their long-standing rivalry last
weekend, scoring with ease
against the strangely meek
Savage defense.
Coach John Massengale was
prophetic when he -remarked, in
anticipation of the game, "I don't
know why it is that Whitworth
always gets up for us, and we
~an' t _get up for them ."
PERRY CONNECTS

The Savages appeared to be
emotionally sky-high at the
game's onset, but Whitworth
quarterback George Perry calmly picked apart the Savage
secondary in the first two
quart~rs, connecting long and
short almost at will. The Savages
played their cornerbacks up tight
on the Pirate receivers, while the
Pirate defenders played it much
looser.
Despair soon set in, as Perry
moved his club up and down the
field smartly, and the highly
touted Eastern defense failed to
stop him or his runners.
PIRATE PUNT!
)

Whitworth could not pick up a
first down on its first series, and
had to punt, a rare occurrence in
the game. The second time it had
the ball, Whitworth opened up,
marching 80 yards for the score.
Junior Tim Allen found himself
happily alone on post pattern in
the end zone, and Perry tossed
for the easy score.
Eastern came right back to
score, with quarterback Pete
Glindeman hitting favoritt
receiver Bob Picard thrice in the
drive, the final reception a
15-yard scoring play.
'Nhitworth's second touchdown
followed. Their drive started on
their 17-ya~d line. Findlay ran
seven yards to the 24 and then
Perry passed for a first down· and
21 yards to Dick Robertson.
Halfback Mel Stubblefield went
largely undetected in the Savage
secondary, and the tall, lumbering Perry made it look ridiculously simple, tossing a pretty pass
-complete to Stubblefield, good for
45 yards at the Eastern two-yard
line.

,

a

a 40-yard touchdown pass from
Glindeman · to Mike Schuette.
Schuette caught the ball between
two Pirate defenders and then
lunged into the end zone.

expected to be behind the
Whitworth team 21 to 7 at the
beginning of the second quarter.
But events would gradually
worsen, as Glindeman. was
harried in the next series and was
thrown for a five-yard loss on
third down.
Following a ~cott Garske punt,
the Pirates had excellent field
position at the 50-yard line.
Perry had apparently tired of
running with success, and opted
most of the way to pass,
completing a seven-yard pas~ to
Bill Mccready and a 25-yarder to
•.ight end Wilbert Rance.

LATE FIELD GOAL

Whitworth added a field goal in
the waning moments of the half, a
35-yard
boot
by
StevE
Rasmussen, who had four PAT~
and added a field goal in the
second half.
The extent of the Pirates' utter
domination of the game was even
more clear in the statistics at half
time--Whitworth had 110 yards
rushing, Eastern 48. Perry had
passed for an astounding 231
yards, on 14 completions out of 22
attempts. And most significant.Iy, the halftime score was 31 to 14,
a magical margin hardly plausible considering that the Eastern
defense had given up but 24 points
in its first two games.
The Savages tried and tried
and tried in the second half, b.u t it
was mostly futile and frustrating
going. The defensive line got to
'the less-than-quick-afoot Perry
once, and O'Connor and Picard
did yeoman duty in a third and
final ~coring drive. O'Connor
took one swing pass 16 yards
down to the Whitworth 21 in the
third quarter, and then picked up
a first down at the 5 after a
12-yard scamper.

FINDLAY AGAIN

The fourth Pirate score was set
up by a sideline completion to
Stubblefield at the three-yard
line. Findlay then got into the
act, scooting the final three yards
to pay dirt.
.
Eastern's offensive unit failed
to move in the next series. The
ultimate score could have been
much worse, as Perry just threw
out of the reach of Allen, who was
quite open and ready to romp into
the end zone, in the ensuing
Whitworth series.
Glindeman- and his offensive
teammates did their most
impressive work of the afternoon
after that, with a touchdown
drive of 90 yards
A clutch grab by Picard kept
the drive alive at the Eastern 37.'
John O'Connor sparkled in the
drive, that was consummated by

O'CONNOR SCORES

Glindeman _ then floated a
little pass . out to ~he right to

0 'Connor who strolled into the

right corner of the end zone.
Gary Holmes added his third
successful extra point.
Pirate Rasmussen hit a 28-yard
field goal in the otherwise
scoreless fourth quarter. With
time running out, the Savages
launched a desperation drive that
was kept alive by a crucial catch
by Garske on fourth down. They
had a last opportunity at the
eight-yard line, and O'Connor
struggled to the 4. Wheat ran to
the 2, and then an improvised run
by Glindeman .-'failed.
Glindeman 'threw too high to
~arske, all alone in the end zone.
Even if Garske had c,aught the
pass, it would have gone for
naught, because pass interference was called on the play on
Mike Schuette. Glindeman · 's
next pass from the 19 was
intercepted in the end zone by
Scott Ferguson.
Eastern got the ball back with
less than a minute to play in the
game, and had three timeouts to
use. Massengale sent speedy
sophomore, Jerome Freightman
on a go pattern, but Glinaemani ,
harried by the confident Pirate
rush, could not sail it long to
Freightman. Massengale at one
point called for a timeout, but his
signal was apparently missed by
the players, and the clock ran out
with the score of 34 to 21 in favor
of Whitworth-a baffling result to
.

.-

GEORGE PERRY,
UPSET ARCHITECT

most Eastern rooters.
O'Connor rushed for JOB net
yards in 21 carries and Picard
caught eight passes for 112 yards
and the one touchdown.
Massengale praised their efforts,
but had little else to be cheerful
about. He attributed the loss to
"defensive lack of effort and
mistakes by players who have
lettered the last two or three
years." He added, "These were
mistakes that the players didn't
make all week in practice against
our bigger and faster receivers.
We gave up 31 points in one half
and 3 in the next--and we made no
adjustments. It was jusf'a case of
not being ready.''

~

At last.
A bike bag that ·
will probabty outlast1,.
·your biRe.
·· · ·

~

'

•,

We feel this is the sturdiest
bike bag ever offered.
It's made of water repellent
DuPont~ Nylon, with extra wide
shoulder straps, waist band,
a two way nylon zippered top
pouch, p!us an extra zippered
side pouch.

NOT A LAUGHER

Findlay then bulled over for tht
score, and there was now ample
evidence that this was not going
to be any Eastern laugher. All
laughing subsided after reserve
lineba~ker Doug Bruce picked off
an errant pass by Glindeman
and returned it to the Eastern
38-yard line.
Perry didn't have to pass thif
time, preferring to punch it out on
the ground. '¥\{ter three runs had
given the Pirates a first down at
the Eastern 24, he handed off to
·Findlay, who was to score three
times this day.
The 180-lb.
Saskatchewan native waltzed ui
the middle for the score, lacking
even one Eastern pursuer for an
escort.

This bag is perfect for the
day hiker or bike rider. It's size
is fifteen inches high, twelve
and a half inches wide, and
five inches deep.
Olympia Beer is offering this
bag for $8.50.

EVENTS WORSEN

Even in his worst dreams,
Massengale could not have
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' Enclose check or money order made payable to OLYMPIA BREWING CO. Cash can
not be accepted. Return the completed
form and check to The Gift Shop, OLYMPIA
BREWING CO., P. 0. BOX 947, Olympla,
Washington 98507.
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First Name
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'
(City)
(State)
(Zip Code)
Indicate choice of color. Blue or Orange. ,
Vial.tors are always we lcome at the Olympia Brewing Company, Tumwater, Washington, 8 to 4:30 everyday. *Oly*e
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Practice Begins for Women Gymnasts

t

LINEBACKER BLAST

Former linebacker with the NFL's St. Louis Cardfnals, Dave
Meggyesy, had strong criticism for college athletic departments,
Syracuse University's in particular, in his autobiography, "Out of
Their League."
Meggyesy's indictment pointed out how college athletes were
recruited at Syracuse, used and then discarded, usually before they
finished college. To Meggyesy, the athletic de~artment was a
complete exploiter of the physic.ally gifted; employing the ~thle~e's
talents fur a time, and when that time was at an end, abandonmg him,
leaving him to face the suddenly cold and hostile world.
No longer would traffic tickets
be "fixed" by the department, or
class credit be arranged for the
athlete without his attending.
The end result often was that the
athlete failed to complete his
college educational requirements, and faced a future made
even dimmer by 10juries received in athletic competition.
NOT AT EASTERN

"That isn't the case here at
Eastern," Dr. Robert B.
Anderson, athletic director, said
recently. "We feel that that is
one of the strong points . of our
program here-a large percentage of ow' athletes graduate. To
my knowledge, only one of our
athletes, a blac~ basketball
player, did not.
After they
DAVE MEGGYESY
graduate, we assist them with
finding jobs.
"This is not, in the main, a training grQ_und fpr.pro(e~sional athletes.
Our position is ~at if any athlete here ~an go· on ~ · a professional
career, that's fine. For example, Bob Picard, our fme football pass
receiver, is a bonafide professional prospect on the list of every
professional team.''
JOB ASSISTANCE

-

. Dr. Anderson added that the department assists the students to find
jobs in other fields, such as business, besides physical education.
Meggyesy, who played several professional seasons with the
Cardinals while attacking the ubiquitous athletic department, also
provided ~ome amusing insight as to the economically guided desires
of the Syracuse players. At the end of one of the three seasons he
,p layed at Syracuse University, the players refused to play in a
post-season bowl game unless ther also received wri~t ~at~hes from
the department as gifts for their bowl game parbcipat10n. The
department did not refuse the request.
The Savage football team hasn't won the Evergreen Conference title
for five years. That year, the squad made it to th~ Champion :13owl
finals before losing. Thus the players have n6t had the opportunity to
worry about any post-season bonus requests for some time. It is not
likely that football coach John Massengale would mind having his
players presented with that opportunity this year when the regular
season has been completed.
Pride aside, the humiliating loss to Whitworth at home last Saturday
does not hinder the Savage chances of taking the Evergreen
Conference crown--it may even help them.
Eastern is still unbeaten in the conference--! and zip--and has big
games with Western and Central at home on Nov. 11 and Oct. 28. If the
team can get by Southern Oregon at home this weekend, it will be in
good position to win that title, even if it can't claim the Spokane County
~am~oo~~.
.
No secondary or for that matter, defensive team, with its
experience, size and capability, can play as poorly again as it did
against Whitworth in the first half. The team is without serious injury
problems--Coach Masseneale oointed out wrvlv that thev didn't hit
hard enough against Whitworth to be injured--and may even enjoy the
odds-on underdog role against Southern Oregon, a team that Eastern
has never lost to .
.But then Whitworth had beaten Eastern only once in the last nine
years prior to Saturday.

Workouts were in full swing
this week for prospective
members of the women's
gymnastics team, which will
begin intercollegiate competition
in December.
This is actually a late start for
practice, Mrs. Maxinne Davis,
gymnastics coach, said. This will
be a talented team, with several
members of the team that
finished seventh in the nation
among collegiate teams last
year, returning.
Jo To McDonald, who was
named as the outstanding college
woman athlete of 1971 by the
Spokane sportswriters and
broadcasters, is back for her
final year of competition, as a
senior. Another brilliant senior,
Jeannie Wayerski, Wenatchee, is
back, along with Jannie Mackey,
a sophomore. Four freshman
girls--Terry Humphrey, Bunny
Moody, Pat Wheeler and Becky
Mustard are also working out.
The schedule for the team has
not been finalized yet, but it is
established that only five girls
will be able to com pose the
traveling team.
·
EASTERN GYMNASTIC STAR JO JO
The team was nominated for
MCDONALD DEMONSTRATES SKILL
Team of the Year by the SWABS;
a high point of last year's season
was when the team won the
Pacfic-8 invitational meet.
The team was third in the
Eastern will have a swimming school has not had a swimming
regionals, after having been team this year--by Athletic program for two years.
undefeated up to that point.
Council decree--bu t how successLater, in the nationals, the ful that team wilf be in competiThe swimming program prior
Eastern contingent beat both tion is questionable.
to that time was not highly
teams that finished ahead of
Wooten held a
Brent Wooten, who was work- successful.
them in the regionals, the ing on his doctorate last year, meeting yesterday for prospecUniversity of Washington a:nd found out, on his return to tive, competitive swimmers. He
Oregon College of Education.
Cheney, that he had been named .said he had no intention to
The women's gymnastics team · swimming coach. Thus, he had schedule meets with established
was fifth in the nation in 1970-'71. no chance to recruit swimmers, swimming powers such as Simon
and even if he had, it is doubtful - Fraser University and Pac.ific
that he could have persuaded University. Probable opponents
many top-notch athletes to included Whitworth, Gonzaga
compete for Eastern because the •and Idaho.

S~im Prospects Thought Small

Budget
Ciif fOr Year

The Eastern men's athletic
department budget for ·1972-1973
has been pared to $68,700, almost
33 percent less than had been
requested for the year by athletic
director, Dr. Robert Anderson.
Anderson said that the budget
was cut to a level equivalent to
the level tnat ,the asked-for
expenses were cut to. Expenses
covered under the budget include·
part-time help, contract services,
,equipment and supplies for the
·department, as well as supplies
1and insurance for all athletics.

Gold Medal Winner Visit
A 1972 ·Olympic gold medal
winner will head a two-man
Army marksmanship team that
will present a three-day clinic at
Eastern starting Nov. 17 for
interested competitive shooters.
Col. Darrell B. Irvin, professor
of military science, said Maj.
Lones W. Wigger Jr., Carte ,
Mont., heading the team, won his
. gold medal at Munich in the
300-meter free rifle and also set a
new world's record in the
standing competition in that
· event with a 379.
The other member of the Army
team is John Foster, formerly of

The athletic director ·said the
cut was due to the lack of funcls
and the projected decrease in
enrollment at the college .
Football, of the individual sports,
commanded the largest share of
the budget's expense coverage,
with $22,524 alloted. Other sports
and their allotments are baseball, $5,956; basketball, $9,044;
golf, $1,835; gymnastics, $2,415;
swimming, $2,111; tennis, $1,304;
track and cross country , $6,179;
wrestling, $2,467; and weight
training, $2,247.

Missoula, who has established
more than 100 national marksmanship records and holds 21
world championship individual
and team medals.
Conducted in conjunction with
the EWSC "Savage Trophy"
Intercollegiate rifle match, the
clinic will include instruction in
international smallbore and free
rifle through a series of demonstrations, slides and lectures.
The instruction will include
gallery, outdoor, international
three position and junior four
position types of competition, all
open to the public.

PIOJSENTS: --

lDIME NITE
WEDNESDAYS.,

:oo TO 10:00 P.M.

9-5 MONDAY-FRIDAY

Handbook Errors
There were two errors concernin intramural entry deadlines in
the EWSC campus recreation
handbook that was distributed
last week, Brent Wooten, director, said this week.
The entry deadline listed in the
handbook for flag football was
Sept. 29; the actual deadline is
tomorrow. The deadline listed
for tennis was also Sept. 29; but it
also is tomorrow.
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A Savage Player's
Afternoon Nightmare

~i

1

All week Eastern football coach John Massengale warned
his team to not take the Whitworth Pirates lightly.
But, nevertheless, on Saturday, the gutsy underdogs from
the small, private school gave the bullies who attend the big,
impersonal educational 'factory', a licking 34-21. Eastern
quarterback Pete Glindeman, shown here getting sacked
and fumbling, was harried by the spirited Pirate defensive
front all afternoon.
The Eastern defense, atrocious in the first half, played
better in the second half. Whitworth runner Dick Robertson,
stopped after a short gain, rushed for 72 net yards in 18
carries and also caught three passes from the hot hand of
quarterback George Perry.
The Zoss gave the Savages a 1-2 season record, both losses
in non-league games.
Photos by Taylor
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WHEN
YOU

KNOW

ITS FOR

KEEPS.
Love,
captured forever
in the beautiful
a perfect diamond
Keepsake ...
the perfect symbol
of your
special love.

Rings from S 100 to S 10.000 Trade Mark Reg . A .H . Pond Co .

•• • • • • •• • • • • • • • •• • •• •
HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WE0°0 ING
Send new 20 pg. booklet, "Plcnning· Your Engogement ond Wedding" plus
full color folder ond H pg. Bride's Book gift offer oll for only 25~.
F-72
Nome _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address-----------------Citv---------Co.-------(,

State

Zip _ _ __

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N.Y.

Smith Jewelers
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1111 II
DO MEET NEW PEOPLE
ALL TYPES FROM ALL OVER

DO CHOOSE YOUR OWN ROOM
SINGLES, DOUBLES OR DOUBLES WITH SINGLE OCCUPANCY.

DO ENJOY THE TOP LOCATION IN THE CHENEY DIST-RICT
LIVE ON OR NEAR A BEAUTIFUL CAMPUS CLOSE TO NATURE, TENNIS COURTS ,
SWIMM! NG POOLS AND EVEN CLASSES & LIBRARY.

DO PONDER OUR BUDGET PRICES
COMPLETE ROOM AND BOARD AS LOW AS $97 .33 PER MO NTH O N ANNUAL AVERAGE

DO NO DISHES, NO SHOPPING

DO HURRY

PLUS RIP-OFFS ON SECONDS AND TH IRDS AT EVERY MEAL

BECAUSE THE BEST PLACES GO FIRST!

AND DO YOUR LAUNDRY, MUSIC , TV WATC HING,
LOUNGING, BASKETBAL L PLAYING AND OTHER THINGS YOU LIKE TO DOPING PONG, POOL TAB LES

..
/

I

\l
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Finding suitable housing at a
price he can afford is a problem
faced by many veterans attending college with his "G.I. Bill"
benefits.
An additional problem for the
single veteran is that he often
does not desire to live in college
dormitories, where he's restricted by regulations he feels should
not apply to him. Eastern has
become a leader in finding
solutions for these problems.
As part of a program to

Veteran
Co-op
In Sutton

encourage veterans to take
advantage of their educational
benefits, Eastern is sponsoring a
veterans cooperative. Much of
Sutton Hall, which was vacant, is
now serving as the residence of
many veterans who attend
Eastern. It functions as a co-op,
not a dormitory.
The residents of Sutton are
leasing the building from the
college. Because of this, much of
its functioning is determined by
the hall's residents. The resi-

dents are planning to hold
meetings to determine . house
rules and to organize internal
operation.
·
To keep costs low, Sutton's
residents will be responsible for
the building's upkeep. This will
probably require each resident to
work one or two hours a week.
Sutton Hall is not a barracks. It
is the college home of people who
just happened to have served in
the military. Every attempt is
being made to allow the residents

to be themselves, not members of
the "green machine!'
Veterans who are interested in
moving into Sutton can check
with Larry Williams in the
Veterans Office, room 307 of
Showalter Hall, Dave Cosby,
Sutton's Director, or . Roger
Frank, Dave's assistant. The cost
is only twenty-five dollars a
month, and both this and the cost
of eating at Tawanka Commons
can be deferred till Veterans'
benefits begin to arrive.
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By EDWARD JULIUS
ACROSS
1. Philanderer
5, Musical Piece
10, Miss Didrikson
14. Assert
15. Follow
16. Body of Troops
17, Al Capp Creation
20. Flexible
21. Conceit
22, Support
2J. Sick
24. Moves Slowly
27, We s t Coast Trolley
J2, F rench Name
JJ . Rev ol ve Rap idl y
J4. Eq u ivalent
J5, Outer , Comb. Form
J6. Famous Puppet
J7, Call for Help
JB. Language Group
40. Playwright Simon
41. Prefix, Father
4J. Musical Play
45, Tip Sideways
46. Anglo-Saxon Letter
47. Operatic Solo
48. Sea Cow
52. Raincoats

- ---------.
-i
58. Glacial Snow

~

1, Insect
2, Egg-shaped
J, Mother of Helen
4, Plying Saucer
5, Moral Philosophy
6, Pield of Sports
7, Labor Union
8, Water-controller
9, Qualified
10, Hurries About
11, Caucasian Languag e
12, Partiality
lJ, Word Source (abbr ,)
18. Day' s Mar ch
19 , Cromwel l' s Nic kname
24 , Beli ef
25. Summarize
26. Between , Fr.
27. Hairlike Projections
28. Seed Covering
29, Hindu Group
JO, Love in Italy
Jl, Tree Substance
JJ, Pruit Decay
J6. In Retreat (J wds.)
J9, Visionary
41, -Apply Cosmetics ·
42. Mythological Spider

1·~4
.........._
n =1.~·-s- Bo=y=s~ - - - -.,.
.,,_,-G'+
l-=--"'L•l·-+-s-ff-ame

59. Novelist Sinclair

60. Tidy
61. Asterisk
62, Parts of Speech
6J, Building Winge

(Answers on page 4)

45, Sings Like Crosby

47.
48,
49,
50,
51,

Front Part of Stage
High Landmasses (abbr.)
Egyptian Month
Leningrad's River
Ron Hunt, e.g.
53, Follow Closely
54, Of the Mouth
55, High-speed Planes

staning:

DUSTIN IDFFIIN

